Hormel Historic Home ~ 2020
Music @ the Mansion Series

Join us in the Peace Garden for family friendly entertainment.
Bring your lawn chair or blanket - No chairs will be provided by the HHH.
Space will be limited to allow for social distancing. Beverages will be available for purchase.

**Monday, July 6**
*Patchouli*
7 p.m.
Internationally Touring Guitar Duo
Soulful fusion of blazing Spanish and world guitar instrumentals, heartstring tugging lyrics, lush vocal harmonies, and epic folk rock anthems infused with a visible onstage chemistry guarantees to make the night an uplifting one.

**Monday, July 13**
*Jeff Humphress*
7 - 9 p.m.
After decades of playing hard rock on stages throughout the midwest, this two-time Emmy Award winner is going back to where it all began. "Just me, my acoustic and some coffee. It's more of a laid back vibe, but definitely still a lot of fun!"

**Monday, July 20**
*JT Thompson*
7 p.m.
In a solo show, JT will stick to his roots performing southern rock, otherwise known as Hillbilly Rock. JT is native to Rochester, served in the military and now shares his musical talent around the country. It’s been a few years since JT has played at the HHH and we are thrilled to have him back.

**Monday, August 3**
*Music (& Theater) in the Garden*
7 p.m. ~ *Music*
7:30 p.m. ~ *Theater*
Join us for period music and scenes from Matchbox Children's Theater performers featuring the works of William Shakespeare.

**Monday, August 10**
*Lehto & Wright*
7 p.m.
Minneapolis based group performing modern interpretations of Traditional Celtic and American Folk Music. The musicians bring a fresh approach to the world of folk and folk rock.

**Monday, August 17**
*Ripdoozers*
7:00 p.m.
Hometown musicians Pete Jacobsen, Jeff Reinartz and Casey McIntyre share their musical union through smooth harmony reminiscent of the good ol’ days. This talented Americana and Rock Band has earned the admiration and affection of critics and fans alike.

**Monday, August 31**
*Kellogg Duo*
7:00 p.m.
Be wow’d by this husband & wife duo. Jeff and Kristi sing the light out of classic renditions of music from years gone by featuring artists such as Neil Diamond and Johnny & June Cash. The couple will blow your mind with their chemistry, personality and musicality.

Funding for the Music @ the Mansion Series is provided by a generous annual donation by MarySue Hormel Harris
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